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SUMMARY Duplications of Hox gene clusters have been
suggested as a mechanism whereby new Hox functions can
be developed while preserving critical ancestral roles. However,
in tetrapods, particularly in mammals, there is great variability in
limb structure morphologies that are known to be affected by
Hox genes without further Hox cluster duplications. The lack of
further duplications suggests that if Hox genes have played a
direct role in the morphological elaboration of tetrapod limbs,
the changes must have come about from Hox protein sequence
changes or from changes regarding the amount, time, and place
of Hox gene expression. To investigate whether such changes
to Hox genes could play a role in limb elaboration, we examined
the HoxD locus in bats, which have both highly elaborated fore-

and hindlimbs. We found that while the Chiropteran HoxD13
protein was highly conserved, there was an expansion of
HoxD13 expression in the posterior portion of the Chiropteran
forelimb and into the leading edge of the wing membrane. We
were also able to uncover a number of unique lineage-specific
sequence changes to a known HoxD limb enhancer, the Global
Control Region (GCR). Further, mouse transgenic assays
showed that the Chiropteran GCR has new limb enhancer
activity domains beyond that reported for the Human GCR.
These results suggest that modulation of Hox gene expression
may be a mechanism for effecting morphological change in
lineage-specific manner while maintaining ancestral constraints
and cluster integrity.

INTRODUCTION

et al. (2003) have linked the quadruplication of the Hox clusters in the vertebrate lineage to late evolutionary novelties
such as a metanephric kidney, paraxial structures, and external genitalia while maintaining that further Hox evolution is
constrained by a tight clustered structure.
Considering the morphological distinctions between a
mouse and a shark that still rely on Hox genes for proper
patterning (limbs for example), the question arises as to
whether further morphological changes can evolve using Hox
genes without additional cis or trans gene duplications and
what mechanisms might be used.
If indeed the Hox genes are playing a direct role in elaborating vertebrate morphologies without cis or trans gene
duplication events, two nonexclusive possibilities remain in
developing new functional roles. The ﬁrst is that Hox gene
expression patterns are preserved relatively unchanged
and downstream eﬀecter genes become newly competent to
respond to Hox signaling. This shift could occur through a
change in the Hox protein sequence, allowing the acquisition
of a new set of downstream targets through an altered DNA
recognition domain (homeodomain) or protein–protein interaction domains. An additional likelihood would be the loss
or acquisition of new homeobox DNA sequences in the regulatory regions of downstream genes. The second possibility is

Hox genes encode sets of clustered homeodomain-containing
transcription factors that have been shown to play critical
roles in patterning the axial and paraxial structures of the
developing invertebrate and vertebrate embryos (Lewis 1978;
Krumlauf 1994; Wellik and Capecchi 2003). In vertebrates,
Hox genes are expressed in domains predicated on their
position within the cluster itself, a property termed collinearity. Generally, 3 0 genes are expressed earlier and more anteriorly than 50 genes, which are expressed later and more
posteriorly in the vertebrate embryo trunk (Duboule and
Morata 1994; Duboule 2007).
A correlation has been suggested between the complexity
of Hox genes and body plan. Several studies support a relationship between an increase in the number of Hox genes,
either through cis or trans duplications, and organismal complexity (Wagner et al. 2003; Garcia-Fernandez 2005; Lemons
and McGinnis 2006). It is suggested that either cis or trans
duplication events allow for a relief of selective pressure in
the new Hox structure while constraints are maintained in
the ancestral structure. The newly duplicated structure can
then adapt positively selected properties critical to the development of a more complex body plan. Speciﬁcally, Wagner
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a change in Hox gene expression pattern strength, timing, or
spatial domains, which may be resultant of cis or trans modiﬁcations. Regardless of the mechanism ultimately used, any
changes would have to conform to the constraint of preserving critical ancestral functions because they cannot be split
from the newly acquired roles.
Support of stable Hox clusters being further modiﬁed
comes from two studies examining HoxD13 expression in the
ﬁns of basal jawed vertebrates (Davis et al. 2007; Freitas et al.
2007). In tetrapods, HoxD13 has two phases of expression,
ﬁrst an early posterior domain in the limb bud that sets
up anterior–posterior patterning and a second, later and
broader phase that patterns the autopod (Zakany et al. 2004;
Tarchini and Duboule 2006). It is often hypothesized that the
addition of the second phase, absent in teleosts, was a critical
component in the evolution of tetrapod limbs (Sordino
et al. 1995; Shubin et al. 1997). However, in both paddleﬁsh
and sharks this biphasic expression occurs, weakening
this hypothesis by raising the question as to what Hox modiﬁcations might have occurred in the ﬁn to limb transition
despite the conserved biphasic HoxD13 expression pattern.
Further evidence of Hox modiﬁcations in the absence
of duplications is provided by a study of anthropoids,
showing a correlation between the evolutionary variation of
distal forelimbs and HoxD gene expression domains (Reno
et al. 2007).
Both sets of studies strongly suggest that modiﬁcations of
the HoxD locus have played and continue to play a role in
evolution despite the lack of Hox gene duplications. However,
the mechanisms used to modify the HoxD locus to produce
evolutionary morphological change in either case remain
unknown.
Several genetic alterations in mice suggest mechanisms by
which Hox genes might be modiﬁed to eﬀect evolutionary
morphological changes. These are alterations to either the
protein-coding sequence, the expression levels, or the spatial
and temporal expression domains of HoxD genes that
have resulted in limb skeletal phenotypes similar to limb
morphologies seen in various mammalian lineages. A polyalanine expansion in HOXD13 creates a dominant negative
protein against wt HOXD13-HOXD11 proteins and possibly
other transcription factors in both Humans and mice. The
poly-alanine expanded mutant HOXD13 protein has been
shown to cause severe shortening of skeletal elements,
reminiscent of the short autopodial skeletal elements seen in
talpids (moles) (Bruneau et al. 2001; Albrecht et al. 2004;
Sanchez-Villagra and Menke 2005). The lengthening of limb
elements in an engineered HoxD11 duplication is suggestive
of limb lengthening seen in diﬀering anthropoids (Boulet
and Capecchi 2002; Reno et al. 2007). Reallocation of limb
expression domains in the ulnaless mutant, resulting in the
loss of the ulna is evocative of the ulnar reduction seen in bats
(Adams 1992; Herault et al. 1997).

The reallocation of HoxD limb expression domains
resulting in the ulnaless phenotype is due to a large chromosomal inversion moving the HoxD cluster away from the
Global Control Region (GCR), a regulatory landscape
characterized by Duboule and colleagues (Spitz et al. 2003;
Gonzalez et al. 2007). The GCR was one of the ﬁrst HoxD
limb enhancers to be both genetically and physically deﬁned
and shown to play a role in the HoxD limb expression (Fig.
1A). Two primary components, designated CsA and CsB,
mark the boundaries of the GCR. CsA and CsB elements
appear to be the most ancient portions of the GCR, being
shared from teleosts to Humans, and showing some similarity
to sequences upstream of the HoxA complex (Lehoczky et al.
2004). Several changes have occurred to the GCR in its transition from vertebrates to tetrapods when there appears to
have been a split between the teleost CsA and CsB sequences,
with increasingly complex intervening sequences being added
(Fig. 1A). In contrast to the CsA, CsB is required for limb
enhancer activity of the GCR. Notably, the CsB alone
expresses in all domains of the GCR, but the domains are
expanded with new ones being found in the somites and into
the zeugopod and stylopod (Gonzalez et al. 2007). This ﬁnding suggests that the primary activity of the CsB is reﬁned by
other sequences found within the GCR. Further, two tetrapod-speciﬁc elements have been found inside the CsB that are
required for activity in the forebrain. While Duboule’s laboratory has shown that the teleost GCR does not activate in
tetrapod limbs, in light of shark and paddle ﬁsh biphasic
HoxD13 expression, the teleost GCR might result from the
loss of an element rather than the gain of an element in
tetrapods (Davis et al. 2007; Freitas et al. 2007).
Although other critical developmental genes unquestionably have roles in the evolution of limb morphological variations, the above comparisons highlight the possibility that
changes to either Hox proteins or their expression domains
may be a mechanism to mediate changes in limb morphology
in the absence of cis or trans Hox duplications.
Based on previous experiments and observations, we
hypothesize that Hox evolution takes a more circuitous route
in the absence of duplications through either changes in
protein-coding sequences or changes in regulation that operate under the constraint of preserving critical ancestral Hox
properties.
To further investigate this hypothesis and to attempt to
clarify the mechanisms used by Hox genes to play a role in
lineage-speciﬁc morphological elaborations, we examined the
HoxD locus in the order Chiroptera or bats.
We chose to look at bats because of their unique limb
morphology with lengthened skeletal elements in the stylopod, zeugopod, and autopod, which, along with a reduction
in the ulna, produce a frame for a handwing (Fig. 1B). Laid
over this frame are membranes (patagium) that create a wing
structure, enabling bats to truly ﬂy. Components of these limb
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Fig. 1. (A) The Global Control Region (GCR) contains both ancient and recent elements. GCR Vista conservation plots across multiple
species showing the ancient regions CsA and CsB in blue bounding boxes and the more recent central elements between the blue bounding
boxes. All sequences were compared with the Human GCR sequence using SLAGAN. (B) Myotis lucifugus and mouse forelimb skeleton
comparisons. An adult M. lucifugus weighs only 7–8 g compared with an adult mouse at 25 g. This size diﬀerence is seen in a comparison of
the skulls. Despite being less than a third of the size of a mouse, the M. lucifugus forelimb skeletal elements are dramatically lengthened in
comparison with the mouse forelimb skeletal elements. (S) skull, (A) stylopod, (B) zeugopod, (C) autopod, yellow scale bar 5 1 cm.

skeletal element changes could have evolved by changes to the
HoxD genetic network in the limb.
As noted above, the limb phenotypes seen in various
mouse genetic manipulations of HoxD genes are evocative of
limb morphological variation seen in diverse mammalian lineages including bats. Further, HoxD regulation has been both
genetically and more recently physically deﬁned for Hox genes
D9–D13, which have been co-opted to express in the limb in a
collinear manner along the proximal–distal axis (Spitz et al.
2003; Tarchini and Duboule 2006; Gonzalez et al. 2007).
We examined the HoxD locus in two species of bat. First
we cloned and sequenced HoxD13 from Myotis lucifugus,
Little Brown Bat (LBB) to examine the protein-coding sequence and expression domain. Then using both M. lucifugus
and Rhinolophus ferrumequinum, the Greater Horseshoe Bat
(GHB), we cloned and sequenced their respective GCRs, a
regulatory landscape known to play a role in the autopod
expression domains of the HoxD complex. Finally, we examined the enhancer activity of the Chiropteran GCR in a
mouse transgenic assay.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Collections
Gravid female collections were carried out at Yellowtail Wildlife
Refuge outside of Lovell, WY. The dissected embryos were ﬁxed in
phosphate-buﬀered saline/4% formaldehyde. Adult kidneys, liver,
spleen, and brain were removed and frozen on dry ice as were the
remaining adult carcasses for use in constructing genetic libraries.

Libraries
The phage library was constructed from puriﬁed adult M. lucifugus
high-molecular-weight DNA (standard methods) using Lambda
FIX II and Transpack Packaging extract (Stratagene 248211 and
200220, La Jolla, CA, USA).
The M. lucifugus BAC library (CHORI-235) was constructed
by Pieter de Jong’s laboratory at BACPAC Resources, Children’s
Hospital Oakland Research Institute under the auspices of the
NIH resource network (NIH grant #HG025323-03). The library
derives from ﬂash frozen kidney tissue provided from a female
collected in 2004 in Lovell, WY (W31-04).
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Cloning
CODEHOP primers were designed to the Hox13 paralog homeodomain for PCR ampliﬁcation of an approximately 200 bp region
that was cloned into pCR II TOPO vector (Invitrogen K460001,
Carlsbad, CA, USA) (RR130-TACCGTCGAGGGCGAAAGAA
GCGGGTG CCNT AYACNAA, RR131-TCGCCGATTTTGG
AACCAGATNGTN ACYTG) (Rose et al. 2003). The resulting
plasmids were sequenced to ﬁnd a product that most closely resembled the mouse HoxD13 homeodomain. This product was used
to probe the M. lucifugus phage library using standard methods.
Candidate clones were subject to a second round of screening to
ensure clonality.
Probes for screening the M. lucifugus and R. ferrumequinum
BAC (CHORI-235 and VMRC-7) libraries were generated
by consensus PCR (RR101-CACTAGGGTATTGTTAGTGC,
RR103-TCAAGACAACTGTCTGGCTG and RR105-CCATCT
ATGTAAAACGCTGC, RR108-CCTTTCTGTCATAAACAG
CC) to amplify highly conserved sequences inside of the GCR
CsA and CsB regions from M. lucifugus and R. ferrumequinum
from genomic DNA of both species (R. ferrumequinum DNA was a
kind gift of Dr. Walter Metzner, UCLA). The resulting PCR
products were cloned and sequenced as above and used to probe
each BAC library by hybridization according to BACPAC Resources protocols. Candidate clones were then further assessed by
PCR for full integrity of the GCR before sequencing.

Sequencing
The clones for HoxD13 were puriﬁed and sequenced using targeted
primers from the probe sequence and walked out to derive a
protein-coding sequence for HoxD13.
The two selected GCR clones, VM7-108F7 and CH235-480G25,
were each broken up for shotgun sequencing. Brieﬂy, BAC alkaline
lysis preparations were treated with DNA exonuclease (Epicentre,
EX4405K, Madison, WI, USA) and RNAse A to remove RNA
and linear genomic DNA and subsequently phenol–chloroform extracted. The puriﬁed BAC was subjected to brief sonication and size
selection by agarose electrophoresis and electroelution. The size selected DNA was then end polished with T4 polymerase and T4
polynucleotide kinase. This resulting DNA was ligated into a
dephosphorylated EcoRV linearized pUC19 vector and transformed into chemically competent DH5a cells and plated for blue/
white lacZ screening.
Screened clones were picked and prepared for standard forward
and reverse sequencing. All sequencing reads were assembled
with the use of the Phred, Phrap, Consed software suite under
Linux Enterprise 4 (Ewing and Green 1998; Ewing et al. 1998;
Gordon et al. 1998).

Sequence analysis
Protein sequence alignments were carried out using the Clustal W
(Thompson et al. 1994).
GCR DNA sequence alignments were done using WU-BLAST
2.0 (http://blast.wustl.edu). Multiple alignments were done with
TCoﬀee (Notredame et al. 2000). WU-BLAST results were parsed
and processed with scripts written using Perl 5.8.5, Bio-Perl 1.5.2.
Results were visualized with GD.pm, VISTA and The University of

California at Santa Cruz Genome web servers (http://genome.ucsc.
edu/) (Kent et al. 2002; Karolchik et al. 2003; Frazer et al. 2004).

In situ hybridization
Mouse HoxD13 expression was assayed by RNA in situ hybridization analysis (Dolle et al. 1991). M. lucifugus HoxD13 expression
was also assayed by RNA in situ hybridization with a probe
derived from the genomic PCR product of primers RR203GGATGTGGCTCTAAATCAGCCAGAC RR219-TAGAGCA
CTGCCTGCCCAGAGCTGTT (Nieto et al. 1996).

Transgenic analysis
The GHB GCR was extracted from the VM7-108F7 BAC using
standard gap repair recombineering methods to ﬂank the GHB
GCR with NotI sites in a low copy p15a_Amp vector for further
cloning (RR617-ATGTGGTTTTCAATCTCTATATTTTCAGT
TTGTAACTGTTTTCCTACCAAAGCGGCCGCCAGGTGG
CACTTTTCGGGGAAATGT, RR618-TCAGATAAGTAAAC
CCAGTAATTAATTCCAGCCTATTAAGGTGACATGTGGT
TGGCGGCCGCGCTAGCGGAGTGTATACTGGCTTAC) (Lee
et al. 2001; Wu et al. 2007). The GHB GCR was then cloned into a
low copy version of p1229 b-Globin_lacZ reporter construct (kind
gift of Dr. Robb Krumlauf, Stowers Institute) (Yee and Rigby 1993).
The resulting vector was linearized, gel puriﬁed, electroeluted,
and precipitated for pronuclear transgenesis at the University of
Utah Transgenic Core Facility.
F1 C57Bl/6 X CBA pronuclear injected embryos were collected
at various stages to assay lacZ enzymatic activity as a readout of
GHB GCR enhancer activity.

RESULTS

HoxD13
Our ﬁrst examination of the HoxD complex in bats was
to clone the HoxD13 genomic locus in M. lucifugus. We chose
to examine HoxD13 because of the phenotypes seen from loss
of function alleles and the poly-alanine expansion. Further,
HoxD13 is expressed in and is critical for the patterning of
the autopod, which is most dramatically lengthened in the
Chiropteran forelimb.
We recovered two lambda clones that overlapped and
spanned the HoxD13 coding region. A protein-coding sequence was derived from the genomic locus sequence
(Fig. 2). The HoxD13 coding sequence showed an overall
high degree of identity with both the Human and mouse
sequences, 95% each for each pairwise alignment. Several polyamino acid tracts did not appear to be signiﬁcantly altered
more than as seen in other mammals (Fig. 2, A–D). A polyalanine tract, known to aﬀect the function of HoxD13 and
cause synpolydactyly was unchanged between Humans, mice,
and bat (Fig. 2B). A conserved alanine to serine mutation was
observed for both M. lucifugus and Carollia perspicillata (Fig.
2F). Exon 2 of the HoxD13 protein, containing the DNAbinding homeodomain showed no variation between Human,
mouse, and both species of bat examined (Fig. 2E).
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Fig. 2. Multi-HOXD13 protein-coding sequence alignment. Myotis lucifugus HoxD13 protein shows overall 95% identity with both
Human and mouse HOXD13 protein sequences. Poly-amino acid (A–D) repeats are only slightly varied with a critical poly-alanine repeat
(B) being invariant. One Chiropteran exclusive change was found, a conserved serine to alanine substitution (F). Exon 2 (E), containing the
DNA binding homeodomain is completely invariant between Human, mouse, and two species of bat.

Next we examined the expression of HoxD13 in the Chiropteran forelimb using a HoxD13 riboprobe derived from the
M. lucifugus HoxD13 locus sequencing (Fig. 3). Expression at
an early stage similar to Stage 14 for C. perspicillata (also
belonging to the Chiropteran order) showed expression in a
pattern conserved with mouse at E11.5–E12.5 (Cretekos et al.
2005). Stage 16 showed strong expression in the autopod and
a small posterior expansion within the zeugopod that was not
seen in similar mouse comparisons, E12.5–E13.5, but seen in
the HoxD13 expression of C. perspicillata forelimbs (Fig. 3B,
red arrowhead) (Chen et al. 2005). Stage 18 of Chiropteran
development showed expression persisting in the autopod and
now in the leading edge of the developing patagium, again
similar to the HoxD13 expression domain expansion seen in
C. perspicillata (Fig. 3C, red arrowhead) (Chen et al. 2005).
While the HoxD13 protein showed high levels of conservation
in both a critical poly-alanine repeat and the DNA-binding
homeodomain, a small but consistent change in HoxD13 expression was seen in M. lucifugus that appears to be conserved
with a second bat species. The high protein sequence conservation and new HoxD13 expression domain suggested that
we look beyond the actual HoxD complex and examine its
regulation in bats.

GCR
We turned our attention to the HoxD GCR because it has
been shown to be critical in regulating HoxD13 expression in
the limb and while being ancient, it has increased in complexity over time (Fig. 1A). In the limb, its enhancer activity
domains are found in the autopod in a HoxD13-like pattern
in the outer mesenchyme (Spitz et al. 2003) (Gonzalez et al.
2007). We chose to clone and sequence two widely separated
Chiropteran GCRs so that we could use a triangulation
strategy to uncover GCR sequence changes speciﬁc to the
Chiropteran lineage.
In order to ﬁnd speciﬁc Chiropteran GCR sequence
changes, we cloned the GCR from M. lucifugus, the LBB;
BAC (CH235-480G24), and R. ferrumequinum, the GHB;
BAC (VM7-108F7). For the LBB BAC, using both directed
and shotgun sequencing methods, we were able to produce
a contiguous sequence (contig) covering the entire GCR with
a single gap. This gap was closed using a smaller contig from
the Broad Institute’s LBB Whole Genome Sequencing eﬀort
(data not shown) (see accession: AC199974, NISC Comparative Sequencing Initiative). The GHB GCR was completed
in a single contig. A comparison of our GHB GCR sequence
to a working draft sequence from a separate analysis of the
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Fig. 3. Wholemount HoxD13 RNA expression. (A) Myotis lucifugus embryos showing a small posterior expansion of HoxD13 expression
in the forelimbs (red arrowheads) (stages are approximations based on Cretekos et al. 2005). (B) Mouse controls lacking expression in the
posterior portion of forelimbs outside of the autopod. Yellow scale bar 5 1 cm.

same BAC (accession: AC196634, NISC Comparative
Sequencing Initiative) showed 100% identity, strongly indicating that our GHB GCR sequence is without errors (data
not shown). Therefore, in the following analysis, the GHB
GCR sequence is used as a base Chiropteran sequence.
The two species of bat were selected because of both the
availability of the BAC libraries and other resources as well
as the evolutionary distance between R. ferrumequinum and
M. lucifugus. The two bat species are estimated to have diverged some 65 million years ago (Ma), and are two of the
most distantly related bats in Chiroptera (Teeling et al. 2005).

Human and mouse GCR sequences were chosen as outlier
groups for our comparisons because of the availability of their
GCR sequences and the time of divergence between Humans,
mice, and bats, estimated to be about 95 Ma (Murphy et al.
2004).
We implemented four primary alignment strategies using
the Human, mouse, LBB, and GHB GCR sequences to ﬁnd
possible changes in an unbiased manner that were conserved
and exclusive to the Chiropteran lineage. First we looked for
changes to DNA element order. Second we looked for
new GCR sequences found only in the Chiropteran lineage.
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Fig. 4. (A) Lineage-speciﬁc breaks in the Global Control Region (GCR) sequence order. Three Human GCR sequences are changed in
position relative to each Chiropteran GCR examined. Each horizontal line represents a GCR sequence (gray 5 Rhinolophus ferrumequinum;
GHB, brown 5 Myotis lucifugus; LBB, purple 5 Human; HUM). Interconnecting lines represent midpoints of 1:1 HSPs. Ordered HSPs are
labeled green while nonordered HSPs are labeled red. (B) Unique GCR Chiropteran sequences. A Vista conservation plot of a pairwise
AVID alignment between the M. lucifugus and R. ferrumequinum GCRs (R. ferrumequinum base sequence) shows 26 unique Chiropteran
GCR sequences (blue) that are primarily concentrated in the younger center region of the GCR inside of the older CsA and CsB regions
(blue bounding boxes). 100 bp cons. width, 100 bp calc window, 70% cons. identity. (C) Absence of conserved sequences in the Chiropteran
lineage. Six mammalian sequences showing broad conservation are absent from both Chiropteran GCRs (1–6 red highlights). UCSC mouse
genome web server build 37, mm9.

The third strategy was to ﬁnd conserved mammalian GCR
sequences not found in the Chiropteran lineage. The ﬁnal
examination was to uncover small nucleotide insertions,
deletions, or mutations in mammalian GCR ultraconserved
elements.

THE CHIROPTERAN GCR SHOWS CONSERVED
CHANGES IN SEQUENCE ORDER
In order to determine whether conserved changes in GCR
sequence order exist between the Chiropteran lineage and
Humans, the two Chiropteran GCRs were each compared
with the Human GCR using WU-BLAST. The Chiropteran
coordinates of each 1:1 high scoring pair (HSP) of each
alignment were ordered based on their position within the
Human GCR. Using greater than and less than rules, each set
of HSP coordinates were then examined to determine whether

order is maintained between the Human GCR and each
species of bat. Additionally, the orientation of each HSP was
examined to ﬁnd local inversions. We found that the Human–
LBB GCR alignments produced a number of changes in sequence order. However, in comparing the GHB–Human
GCRs fewer changes were found. This may reﬂect the higher
quality GHB GCR sequence. There were three instances
where the same Human GCR sequence was found to align to
regions out of order in both bat species (Fig. 4A, supporting
information Fig. S1).

UNIQUE CHIROPTERAN SEQUENCES
Next we wanted to determine whether there were conserved
sequences that were unique to the Chiropteran lineage. For
this analysis, we aligned the GHB and LBB GCRs to each
other, masking in the GHB GCR all sequences that did not
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show similarity to the LBB GCR. This masked GHB GCR
was then aligned with the mouse GCR sequence. In this
instance, all regions of similarity were then further masked in
the GHB GCR. This similarity masking step was repeated
with the Human GCR. The resulting unmasked GHB
GCR sequences are those that show no similarity with
either the mouse or Human GCRs but align to the distantly
related LBB GCR. Twenty-six Chiropteran exclusive sequences were found, ranging in size from 10 bp (minimal
threshold) to 315 bp. The distribution of these Chiropteranspeciﬁc sequences appears to be primarily within central
portions of the GCR, not being found in the more ancient
CsA and CsB-GCR regions (Fig. 4B, supporting information
Fig. S2).

determine whether the change was conserved in the second
bat species.
This analysis derived seven UCRs that were conservatively
mutated in the Chiropteran lineage. Not surprisingly, these
UCRs correspond to regions of high identity across multiple
species (Fig. 5, supporting information Fig. S4). The sizes
of the UCRs varied in size from just under 20 bp to just
under 100 bp. The mutations ranged from 1 to 3 bp and
the conservation depth of the mutated nucleotides was also
variable. Mutated nucleotides were in some cases conserved
only within eutherians, and in other cases conserved within
tetrapods.

TRANSGENIC ANALYSIS OF THE CHIROPTERAN
GCR ENHANCER ACTIVITY
LOSS OF CONSERVED MAMMALIAN SEQUENCES
IN THE CHIROPTERAN GCR
To determine whether there might be broadly conserved
mammalian GCR sequences that have been excluded from
the Chiropteran GCR, we aligned the mouse GCR sequence
to the GHB GCR, masking all mouse GCR regions that
showed similarity between the two species. This step was repeated with the LBB GCR as well. The remaining unmasked
mouse GCR sequences were then examined using the UCSC
Genome Bioinformatics Mouse Genome Web Browser with
the precalculated conservation plots across multiple species
(build 37, mm9). We found six mouse GCR sequences which
were not found in either Chiropteran GCR but showed conservation across multiple species beyond the rodent lineage
and did not correspond to known repetitive elements (Fig. 4C,
supporting information S3). The depth of conservation for
these elements is variable, with some being conserved across
both eutherians and marsupials, while others are conserved
just within eutherians.

CONSERVED CHIROPTERAN MUTATIONS IN
ULTRACONSERVED REGIONS
Finally, we sought conserved changes to ultraconserved element or regions (UCR). UCRs represent sequence alignments
with a minimum size of 200 bp and 100% identity (ID)
between three distantly related species in a multigenome
alignment (Bejerano et al. 2004). Because we are working
in a highly conserved syntenic region, we deﬁned our UCRs
as 1:1 HSPs of at least 10 bp in length with 100% identity
between the Human and mouse GCR sequences. These HSPs
were then compared with the GHB GCR to determine
whether a change in sequence was found within the deﬁned
UCR. UCRs that showed a sequence change in the GHB
GCR sequences were then examined in the LBB GCR to

In order to determine whether the Chiropteran GCR
possessed enhancer activity conserved with other GCRs, we
produced a transgenic Chiropteran GCR reporter construct
similar to that utilized by the Duboule lab in examining the
Human GCR in mice (Gonzalez et al. 2007). The GHB GCR
enhancer activity was examined in a series of independent F1
pronuclear injected transgenic embryos across multiple stages
(N 5 10).
Embryos ranging from stages E11.5 to E16.5 were scored
for lacZ enzymatic activity in multiple domains (Fig. 6, A and
B). Across all stages activity was scored in the limbs, speciﬁcally in the autopod, stylopod, and zeugopod. The GHB_lacZ
transgene showed activity in the autopod similar to that
reported for the Human GCR reporter. In contrast to the
restricted autopod Human GCR activity domain, activity was
scored for the GHB GCR in the zeugopod and stylopod
(Fig. 6A, red and black arrows). Activity in the new limb
domains initiated at E11.5, becoming more pronounced at
E12.5 and continuing through to E16.5, the latest embryonic
stage examined.
GHB GCR activity was also scored in the central nervous
system posterior to the developing fourth ventricle in stages
E11.5–E13.5. In our results, the activity in the central nervous
system was found to be in a segmented pattern in contrast to
the uniform pattern reported by the Duboule lab (Gonzalez
et al. 2007). Activity appeared to diminish at stage E13.5 and
was found only in the extreme caudal spinal cord up to E15.5.
Importantly, no F1 embryos scored positively for either the
forebrain or midbrain activity domains as seen in the Human
and chick GCR and CsB assays (Fig. 6A, red and black
arrowheads).
At stages E13.5–E16.5, a small enhancer activity domain
was scored just behind the developing outer ear that was not
found in the Human GCR activity assays. This domain appeared on the surface ectoderm–mesenchyme and was clearly
found in the outer ear (Fig. 6A, red star).
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A

B

Fig. 5. Global Control Region (GCR) ultraconserved regions mutated in the Chiropteran lineage. (A) The locations of ultraconserved
elements which are mutated in both the Rhinolophus ferrumequinum and the Myotis lucifugus. UCSC Human genome web server build 36.1,
hg18. (B) Ultraconserved region 2 corresponds in part to the previously characterized CsB_B2 sequence, known to be critical for forebrain
enhancer activity. A three base pair mutation within CsB_B2, TGC to CAG, is conserved in the Chiropteran lineage.

DISCUSSION
The number of Hox genes and their increasingly complex
organization roughly correlates with body plan complexity
(Wagner et al. 2003; Garcia-Fernandez 2005; Lemons and
McGinnis 2006). However, while many Hox dependent structures have become highly elaborated in the vertebrate lineage,
the Hox conﬁguration for most vertebrates is invariant, particularly in mammals. If Hox genes have played a direct role
in further evolving vertebrate morphological variation despite
a stable number of Hox clusters, then sequence changes to
Hox protein-coding or cis-regulatory regions are possible
candidates.
To test the hypothesis that the Hox clusters could play a
role in the evolution of reﬁned vertebrate morphologies and
possibly determine mechanisms that might be utilized, we examined the HoxD locus in the order Chiroptera.
Chiropterans as a whole have a number of uniquely modiﬁed features, which have been shown in other model systems
to be dependent on and aﬀected by HoxD gene expression
particularly the lengthening of the skeletal elements in the
forelimb (Fig. 1B).

We chose the HoxD locus as a suitable candidate based on
the numerous HoxD loss of function mouse models, where
there is either a reduction or total loss of limb skeletal
elements (reviewed in Zakany and Duboule 2007). In contrast
to the loss of function results, Boulet and Capecchi (2002)
have shown that an increase in HoxD11 gene dosage results
in a small but signiﬁcant lengthening of the limb skeletal
elements. Further, reallocation of HoxD limb expression
domains results in the loss of the ulna, evocative of the ulnar
reduction seen in bats (Adams 1992; Herault et al. 1997).
Here, we present data that examines the HoxD locus in
bats to uncover candidate changes in the sequence or regulation of HoxD genes that may have played a role in the
elaboration of Chiropteran features. We show that while the
protein-coding sequence for HOXD13 in M. lucifugus is
highly conserved with Human and mouse HOXD13, HoxD13
expression in bats is expanded posteriorly in the autopod
and into the developing patagium, in agreement with the
Behringer lab in their examination of C. perspicillata HoxD13
expression (Chen et al. 2005).
An unbiased triangulation approach examining the GCRs
of two widely separated bat species against Human and
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Fig. 6. Rhinolophus ferrumequinum (GHB) Global Control Region (GCR) transgenic reporter assay. (A) Stage series of GHB_GCR
transgene activity. In addition to the known autopod domain, new limb domains are seen in the stylopod (black arrow) and zeugopod (red
arrow). The reported forebrain and midbrain domains are consistently absent in the GHB_GCR reporter (black arrowhead and red
arrowhead respectively). An entirely new domain marking portions of the outer ear is observed (red star). (B) Tabulation of enhancer
activity domains from 10 independent F1 GHB_GCR transgenic embryos at various stages. Yellow scale bar 5 1 cm.

mouse GCRs revealed a number of Chiropteran-speciﬁc
diﬀerences. Three rearrangements were uncovered between
Human and Chiropteran GCR sequences. Setting a 10 bp
minimal threshold, we uncovered 26 nucleotide sequences
with a maximum size of 315 bp that are unique to the Chiropteran lineage. Further we found six conserved mammalian
GCR sequences absent in the two Chiropteran species examined. Finally, we found seven ultraconserved elements with
one to three conserved nucleotide changes in the Chiropteran
lineage.
Lastly, an examination of the Chiropteran GCR in a
mouse transgenic assay reveals unique changes in enhancer
activity domains. Like the previously characterized Human
GCR, we see activity in the autopod and in the central
nervous system. In contrast to the Human GCR, additional
domains are seen in the zeugopod and stylopod and around

the outer ear. Further, the Chiropteran GCR fails to show
activity in the mid- and forebrain (Fig. 6A, black and red
arrowheads).
Based on the phenotypes seen with HoxD13 loss of function and other alleles, as well as its expression domain, we
believe that HoxD13 was the strongest candidate HoxD gene
to play a role in the evolution of the Chiropteran handwing.
The coding sequence was highly conserved with Humans and
mice suggesting that there is pressure or a constraint to maintain the protein sequence over the last 95 million years since
mice, Humans, and bats diverged (Murphy et al. 2004).
In contrast to the sequence conservation, we saw an
expansion of the HoxD13 expression domain. While very
similar to the mouse limb expression pattern, HoxD13 was
posteriorly expanded into the zeugopod and leading edge of
the developing patagium in bats (Fig. 3A, red arrowheads).
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This ﬁnding demonstrates that HoxD genes can be further
modiﬁed to express in new domains while maintaining
ancestral constraints.
Based on the expansion of HoxD13 limb expression, we
examined the GCR, which has been shown to regulate in part
HoxD limb expression (Spitz et al. 2003; Gonzalez et al.
2007). Despite the relatively stable state of the GCR in mammals (Fig. 1A), especially in comparison with other tetrapods,
we are able to ﬁnd lineage-speciﬁc sequence rearrangements,
additions, deletions, and small nucleotide changes to highly
conserved sequences. These changes in the Chiropteran GCR
are found primarily in the central, younger sequences rather
than the older more conserved CsB and CsA. These results
indicate that while the more conserved end sequences are
largely invariant, the changes in GCR enhancer activity might
be best eﬀected by adding newer sequences that act as modiﬁers on the more conserved activities of CsB and CsA. This
hypothesis is in agreement with the results of Gonzalez et al.
(2007), where they show that CsB is required for GCR
enhancer activity in the mid- and forebrain as well as the
activity found in limbs. Activity of the CsB outside of the
context of the GCR, whether from chick or Human,
shows that the activity domains of the CsB broadly resemble those of the GCR. They are, however, dramatically
expanded, most notably in the limbs, where CsB activity
extends into the zeugopod and stylopod. These data suggest
that the remaining GCR sequences are needed to modulate
and reﬁne the primary activity of CsB and therefore would
be reasonable targets for modiﬁcation while maintaining
ancestral constraints.
One may infer, however, that modiﬁcations of GCR enhancer activity have also occurred by changes in CsB and
CsA. We have found a number of small conserved nucleotide
changes in the Chiropteran lineage that are found in CsA
and CsB. Of greatest interest is a three nucleotide mutation in
a tetrapod-speciﬁc sequence shown by Duboule’s group to be
required for the forebrain activity domain seen in the Human
and chick GCR and CsB assays (Fig. 5B) (Gonzalez et al.
2007). Correlative with the three nucleotide mutation in
the bat CsB_B2 region, is the lack of GHB GCR activity in
the mid- and forebrain (Fig. 6A, black and red arrowheads).
The modiﬁcation of GCR anterior CNS activity domains
and outer ear domains outside of the realm of HoxD gene
expression domains might reﬂect inﬂuence on either Lunapark or Evx2 genes. Our results and those from the Duboule
laboratory indicate in contrast to our initial hypothesis that
outside sequence changes modify the activity of CsB, small
direct nucleotide changes may also act as modiﬁers of CsB
activity. It must be noted, though, that the two hypotheses of
GCR sequence evolution are not mutually exclusive.
With regard to the new enhancer activity domains in
the limb, similar to HoxD13 expression, we again see that the
ancestral autopodial activity domain is unchanged but two
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new limb domains in the zeugopod and stylopod arise in this
HoxD regulatory landscape.
Wagner et al. (2003) suggest that highly organized compact Hox clusters in vertebrates make them less evolvable
requiring a duplication event to separate ancestral function
from newly acquired roles. While we cannot necessarily
quantify evolution, we point out that multiple structures from
sharks to Humans that are dependent on Hox genes for
proper development have since evolved in the two lineages
despite the lack of cluster duplication. We propose that
in light of the constraints created by Hox clustering, Hox
evolution now takes a more circuitous evolutionary route in
the absence of duplications through either changes to proteincoding sequences or changes in regulation that operate under
the constraint of preserving critical ancestral Hox properties.
Our examination of the HoxD locus in Chiroptera both
supports this hypothesis and suggests mechanisms that
favor changes in regulation over changes in protein-coding
sequence. While we ﬁnd a high level of conservation in the
Chiropteran HoxD13 coding sequence, we demonstrate a
small but clear change in the expression domain of Chiropteran HoxD13 extending posteriorly into the zeugopod and
patagium. That result is correlated with multiple lineagespeciﬁc sequence changes to the GCR enhancer regulating
HoxD13, which also demonstrates additional activity
domains in the limbs and outer ears and a loss of activity
domains in the central nervous system. In further support of
our hypothesis the majority of changes found in expression
domains, enhancer sequences and enhancer activity do not
appear to greatly aﬀect HoxD ancestral properties. HoxD13
expression is still maintained in the autopod; the most ancient
GCR components are still largely intact and the GHB_lacZ
reporter still maintains activity in the autopod.
The recent assessment of HoxD13 expression in the ﬁns
of paddleﬁsh and sharks provides further support for our
hypothesis (Davis et al. 2007; Freitas et al. 2007). Examinations showing that mudshark and paddleﬁsh HoxD13 genes
display biphasic expression similar to tetrapods argues against
the acquisition of the second phase of HoxD13 limb expression as being a driving event in tetrapod evolution. HoxD13’s
role in tetrapod evolution is likely executed either as a smaller
change in expression domain not yet appreciable, or the interaction of HoxD genes in new genetic pathways, possibly
driven by protein-coding changes. It is interesting to note that
Heterodontus HoxD13 lacks multiple poly-amino acid repeats (Fig. 2) in addition to other sequence changes which
might also provide a circuitous route to Hox evolution while
maintaining Hox cluster integrity.
Our results with the ﬁndings of Davis et al. and Freitas
et al. argue that while constraints may be present in the
vertebrate organization of the Hox clusters, it is clear that the
Hox system is still somewhat plastic, either in protein-coding
sequences, or in enhancer structure and activity. This
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Fig. 7. Summary of Global Control Region (GCR) transgenics
and HoxD13 expression domains. The CsB has been shown to be
necessary and suﬃcient for GCR autopod enhancer activity. However, outside the context of the GCR, CsB activity extends beyond
the autopod, perhaps representing an ancestral state that has been
evolutionarily modiﬁed and reﬁned by additional GCR sequences.
The Human GCR activity is restricted to the autopod in contrast
to the CsB activity and Chiropteran GCR activity. The Chiropteran GCR shows new activity domains in the zeugopod and stylopod. Additionally, there is an expansion of Chiropteran HoxD13
expression in the forelimb in the posterior zeugopod and leading
edge of the patagium, which arises as an addition to the conserved
autopod domain of late phase HoxD13 expression. The Chiropteran GCR enhancer activity pattern and HoxD13 expression patterns might result from the addition or loss of central modiﬁer
GCR sequences outside of the CsB region. The teleost GCR does
not show activity in the limb, which in light of the paddleﬁsh and
shark HoxD13 expression data may reﬂect a highly derived state
where this activity has been diminished.

plasticity, however, must ultimately yield to ancestral
constraints. Our ﬁndings speciﬁcally suggest mechanisms by
which Hox genes can further evolve to elaborate novel
morphological features in structures that are dependent on
Hox gene function while maintaining critical ancestral roles
(Fig. 7).
With respect to what is currently known about Chiropteran biology and the development of the handwing, we hypothesize that a change in limb HoxD gene expression,
whether in time or space, could play a role in the elongation
of the forelimbs in bats by intersecting with two known developmental pathways previously investigated in Chiroptera.
The Niswander lab has shown an upregulation of BMP

signaling in the forelimbs of the bat C. perspicillata (Sears et
al. 2006). Hox genes have been suggested to intersect with the
BMP pathway in two diﬀerent ways. First Suzuki et al. (2003)
have shown that HoxD13 in coordination with Sp1 is capable
of increasing transcription from the BMP promoter. Second,
Williams et al. (2005) have shown that HoxD13 can interact
with and modulate the transcriptional activation activity of
Smad proteins.
In addition, a clear expansion of Fgf8 expression has been
shown in the C. perspicillata AER (Cretekos et al. 2007). An
intersection between HoxD genes and Fgf8 via Fgf10 and
Gli3 has also been shown. Zakany et al. (2007) show that a
gain of HoxD13 and HoxD12 expression in the anterior
forelimb causes a downregulation of Fgf10 in the absence of
Gli3, resulting in concomitant downregulation of Fgf8. Boulet
and Capecchi (2004) also show a reduction of Fgf8 and Fgf10
expression in Hox11 paralogous loss of function alleles. In
light of these experiments and overexpression experiments
showing a dominant negative eﬀect of posterior HoxD genes
on limb length (Goﬀ and Tabin 1997; Williams et al. 2006),
Duboule’s group suggests HoxD posterior prevalence over
anterior HoxD genes plays a role in limiting limb length outgrowth. It is notable that the new enhancer domains seen in
the GHB GCR assay correspond to limb domains that
require anterior HoxD gene expression. Athough we were
unable to investigate the expression proﬁle of other HoxD
genes in the Chiropteran limb due to limited specimen
resources, these genes are strong candidates for further
exploration in view of the HoxD posterior prevalence theory
of the limb.
Further support for HoxD genes playing a role in the
evolution of limb skeletal element length comes from a study
examining anthropoid distal forelimb evolution (Reno et al.
2007). The authors demonstrate correlations suggesting the
posterior autopod and parts of the distal zeugopod create a
growth module; and digit one creates a second module in
itself. These modules correspond with limb HoxD expression
domains as well. It is interesting to note that in bats, the
posterior four digits are dramatically lengthened, while digit
one, deﬁned by a lack of HoxD12 expression, is not.
Our experimental results, showing lineage-speciﬁc changes
in HoxD13 expression, changes in enhancer sequences and
enhancer activity, indicate that despite a strong selection on
Hox cluster structures, the HoxD cluster is a likely target to
bring about modiﬁcation of morphological features. However, to fully understand the role of Hox evolution in higher
lineages, examinations must be made of all Hox genes, especially where functional redundancy between clusters has
been observed. Because of constraints arising from the broad
critical roles of Hox genes in the development of multiple
systems, Hox evolutionary modiﬁcations are likely to be more
subtle in the absence of duplications. Further, the intersection
of Hox genes with other developmentally critical pathways
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must be investigated as well as changes both upstream and
downstream of Hox components.
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